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2021 Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Getty Images If you've changed a brake line, main cylinder brake or caliper in your Chevy Silverado, then chances are you have introduced air into the brake system. The air in the brake system causes a moldy brake pedal and increased braking time that can lead to an accident. The
reason for this is because the air is compressed while the brake fluid is not, which makes it a good candidate for transferring energy from one part of the brake system to another. Bleeding brake fluid will ensure that your Chevy Silverado is safe to drive. Lift the Silverado and place it in Jack's bleachers. Remove the
wheels with a lug nut key and set them aside. Ask your assistant to start from the wheel that is farther from the main cylinder, and then go to each subsequent wheel that is closer until the wheel is reached on the side of the main cylinder. Press down on the brake pedal and, while pressing down, measure, 1, 2, 3 and 3
say holding. This will inform your assistant when the brake pedal is fully pressed. Instruct the assistant to attach a clear hose to the brake caliper bleeding and use an 8 mm key to open it when the brake pedal is pressed. The assistant will start to open the bleeding at count 1 and close shortly after the brake pedal is fully
pressed. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you do not see air bubbles passing through the clean hose. At that point you should feel the brake pedal to be a little harder to push down than before. Check the level of brake fluid in the main cylinder and top off if necessary. Do not allow the main cylinder to run out of brake fluid or
else the air will enter the brake system, and you should start the brake bleeding process again. Continue to bleed the other three corners of the truck. The brake pedal should be very stable at this point, and all air should be cleared from the system. If the pedal remains moldy, repeat the procedure again. Chances are
the cause of faulty light or brake lights on your Chevy Silverado is a simple problem. In addition, you can most of these problems are for little or no maintenance, according to James E. Duffy at Modern Automotive Technology. Of course, there is also the possibility of a hidden small or open somewhere in the middle of
the circuit. But before you start using cables, start at the most obvious points to get your lights back into operation. You can start troubleshooting the malfunctioning brake light complex if only this light looks broken. Remove the cover and check the lamp lamp open thread or damage. Carefully examine the socket and
connections for corrosion, loose or broken cables. Check the black wire/ground connection using a jump cable to bridge the ground to the light socket on a good frame ground in the vehicle and ask an assistant to operate the brake lights. After confirming that the lamp, socket and connections are in good condition and
there is no electricity reaching the bulb, start detecting and testing the electrical cables back to the source using a test light to find a possible short or open. Start from the fuse box under the hood and make sure that the brake lights are not blown out, that the terminals are corrosion-free and that the connections are tight.
Then check the brake lighting switch on the arm of the baking pedal. Back check the switch terminals with a test light. Only one of the switch terminals must turn on the test lamp. When you press the brake pedal, both switch terminals should turn on the test light. If only one of the cables lights the test light, unplug the
switch and switch on to the two connections in the plug. If the brake lights turn on, replace the switch. When there is no current reaching the switch, follow the orange cable back to the bottom hood fuse block and look for a possible open or short. If the electrical current reaches the switch but the lights are not working,
even if the switch is in good condition, follow the current flow with your test light on the stop lamps and look for a possible open or short circuit. A blue cable connects the brake light switch to the rear lamp connection bar. A brown wire and another light blue cable connect the rear junction block to the left rear brake lamp.
a brown/white cable and another light blue cable connect the rear connection bar to the right rear stop lamp. Black wires in lamps provide ground connections. Spring stock image by Aaron Kohr from Fotolia.com The Chevrolet Silverado 1500 is a great pick-up truck, adept at towing and hauling. They can be customized
and equipped with a range of engines -- a 4.3-liter V6, a 4.8-liter V8, a 5.3-liter V8, a 6.2-liter engine and a hybrid model. Chevrolet offers the Silverado with three suspension packs, the Z85 standard, and the Z83, Z71 and Z60. The Z71 suspension is designed for off-road driving. It comes with a 46mm twin-tube, gas-
charged shock, a slip plate to protect the truck's belly, and a sensitive automatic rear locking differential for added traction in muddy, and all-terrain environments. it also offers a Z71 look pack that includes 18-inch alloy wheels, painted body color wheels and door handles, body color mask with a chrome insert, and
improved disturbances. Silverados with the Z60 suspension are said to focus on street performance. The Z60 package includes 20-inch tires, and sits around an inch lower at the front, and two inches lower at the back than Silverados, because of the sports suspension. This model is designed to improve the speed and
restraint capabilities on the road. Both the Z60 and Z71 suspensions slightly improve handling and steering across all standard Z85 and Z83 models. The Z71 package offers a better overall driving quality, as improved vibrations make for more controlled body movements. The Z60 is a tougher move by comparison. GM
Like how Chevrolet's Colorado ZR2 Bison started life, this Silverado is officially just a desert-racing prototype. Off-road mods include 35-inch tires and an even more extreme long-travel shock pioneer from Multimatic.Given how quickly Chevy put the ZR2 Bison into production, expect to see a Silverado ZR2 by the end of
2020.Thanks to Chevrolet's official nods, nods, and elbow holes, looking at a prototype of silverado's most extreme testing in the Nevada desert. It's definitely what silverado ZR2 will become. As he did in 2017 before starting the Colorado ZR2 Bison a year later, Chevy is back with Hall Racing, a local team that competes
across the expanse of Nevada's mostly unregulated, nothing-the-hell going public land. Only this time, Chevy engineers have powered a modified Silverado LT Trail Boss alongside the Colorado ZR2. Both will race this weekend in the Laughlin Desert Classic, a 17-mile bumpy ride near the Arizona border, where 30
different categories of trucks, Jeeps, buggies, bikes, and quads will duke out in the dirt. In the file, the Silverado prototype is right there for mechanical development and validation. This is validation of a Silverado ZR2 production, because no engineer tasked with developing a hardcore truck will eat sand and risk snake
bites without seeing the real thing at completion. Silverado joins the Stock 1200 category in the Best in the Desert racing series, which Chevy says only allows changes to suspension, underbody, and safety equipment. The mods are similar to the ZR2 Bison, only upgraded to withstand higher speeds and more brutal
landings for the more powerful, heavier Silverado. They include long-travel springs, exotic DSSV machine dampers with remote tanks, front and rear jounce shocks (heavy duty pneumatic bump stops), 35-inch off-road tires, and slip plates for the rear shock, rear differential, steering, carrying case, and front bottom. This
is a major blow from the Trail Boss stock, which combines the slip plates of the Z71 Off-Road package, the vibrations of the monotube, the locking of the rear differential and the road-friendly Goodyear Duratrac with a two-inch lift. The 6.2-litre V-8 and 10-speed automatic transmission remains. It took Chevy less than a
year to launch the Colorado ZR2 Bison after debuting the ZR2 race truck (in the same red and black uniform) at SEMA in 2017. Chevy has long needed a legit Ford Raptor competitor. Unless the UAW continues the good fight, we expect a Silverado ZR2 (or whatever name it might have) by the end of 2020. This content
is created and maintained by third parties and is inserted into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io There is no questioning the location of the full-size pickup truck at the top of the vehicle-sales food chain. Together, Ford,
General Motors, and Ram sold about 2.2 million of the stuff in the U.S. last year. Also-rans Nissan and Toyota added just shy of 170,000 more to this count, making it so that full-size trucks now account for nearly 14 percent of the U.S. vehicle market. What's disputed-and it's a hot argument, one conducted almost
incessantly in TV commercials and in rude bumper stickers-is which truck is the best truck, King of Kings, Lord of the Contractor, Protector of suburban Man with something to prove.With about 897,000 examples sold here in 2017, the Ford F-series holds the title for now. Silverado's 586,000 sales may not look like a big
threat to Ford's numbers, but with GMC Sierra's sales added, that number climbed to 804,000. And where there is a crown to win, a challenger dreams of wearing it. The new Silverado is larger but lighter than the outgoing model. The entry-level 4.3-liter V-6 is unchanged, but there are two new engines: a 3.0-liter turbo-
diesel, coming early next year, and a 310-hp turbocharged 2.7-liter inline-four, due at showrooms in December. Both existing V-8s now feature Chevy's new Dynamic Fuel Management (DFM) technology, which improves the Active Fuel Management (AFM) cylinder deactivation system using 17 different firing modes and
closing up to six cylinders depending on the driver's demand for torque. DFM operates almost entirely under the radar, thanks to the efforts of development engineers who programmed parameters for each firing command to avoid the unpleasant NVH. In our tests, the 5.3-liter eight-speed Silverado tied a similarly
equipped 5.0-liter 10-speed F-150 at 16 mpg. A 5.7-liter Ram 1500 without the fancy eTorque 48-volt hybrid system achieved 14 mpg. See photos Silverado's transmission range is now almost as diverse as its engine roster. The standard 4.3-liter V-6 and the 5.3-liter V-8 with AFM still pair with a six-speed automatic,
while the 5.3 equipped with the new DFM technology uses an eight-speed car, and the four-cylinder when it becomes available. The 6.2-liter and upcoming 3.0-liter turbo-diesel come with a 10-speed automatic that GM shares with Ford. A one-speed carrying case is the new standard for all-wheel drive models, although
the truck's available Z71 Off-Road package—standard on Trail Boss models—adds a low range back. Each four-wheel-drive Silverado now has electronic controls with a push button to manage the system (some base models and close to the base to have floor-mounted shifters for this purpose). One of the main
criticisms of the outgoing truck was that it looked very much like its predecessor, to the extent that even the truck-savvy couldn't say the two apart. Maybe Chevy had taken the set if it didn't break, don't fix it thing a little too far. So Chevy seals the new truck with more elegant lines on the hood and around the wheel wells,
and a series of multi-level headlights modernizes the face of Silverado. We're not sure Chevy nailed it this time, either; at a traffic light, a fellow motorist leaned out of his window to call the Silverado female-well, okay, that wasn't the word he used. Non-cosmetic bites abroad had a more positive effect. Chevy claims
short-bed variants of the V-8 Silverado are losing 450 pounds compared to the latest generation, largely due to a new manufacturing strategy that allows GM to manufacture body and frame from many different grades of steel and doors, hood, and rear aluminum door. Changing the thickness of the steel in different parts
of the frame makes the Silverado lighter without relying on an expensive aluminum-intensive construction, as Ford does. Payload and towing estimates are increasing by a few hundred pounds for some models, and silverado's new bed is manufactured in three pieces, which allows wheel wells to be sealed differently,
increasing the load volume to 63 cubic feet on nearby bed models. Compare that to ram's bed 1500 at 54 cubic feet and the F-150 at 53 cubic feet, and things are starting to look good for Chevy's usurper. See Marc Urbano's Photos These numbers are great news for contractors and weekend warriors who rely on their
trucks to get big jobs, but many truck owners treat their workhorses more like show ponies. So Chevrolet aimed to build a truck that would drive well even when it's unladen, and during our initial drive on wyoming's well-maintained roads, the Silverado seemed to meet that goal. Recovering quickly from small bumps, the
steering wheel is well weighted and accurate without dead zones, and overall feels surprisingly nimble in meandering mountain passes. In Michigan, though, the 5.3-liter all-wheel-drive cabin crew we tried occasionally became fickle over damaged roads, especially when traveling at highway speeds. A point for the
Midwest, though: While climbing in the foothills around Tetons Wyoming over 6000 feet, the 355-hp 5.3-liter failed to express its full power, the eight-speed automatic sometimes lagged when going uphill on the part throttle, downshifting several seconds after a man would have. Back home in our flatland, however, our
RST model sprang up at 60mph in 6.1 seconds. That's a respectable pace even for a vehicle that doesn't weigh two and a half tons, but isn't enough for a victory in the truck wars. See Marc Urbano Photos RST grooming level is new for 2019 2019 is essentially a performance-display package with black bow tie marks;
Led head-, fog- and rear lights; and body-colored molds in place of flamboyant chrome that adorns LTZ and High Country models. Starting at $45,995, an all-wheel-drive crew-cabin RST leaves plenty of amenities on the table. Our example included options such as dual-zone climate control; heated front seats and
steering wheel; two USB ports in the second row. packaging of trailer with a northerly rear axle, a radiator with a higher cooling capacity and a revised vibration adjustment; and active safety elements, such as front and rear parking sensors and blind spot monitoring. The 5.3-liter was also an upgrade over the
turbocharged 2.7-liter four, which will be the standard offering in RST trim. Our $56,875 truck felt like nothing but a bargain, with interior trim materials failing to justify such a price. Even High Country models leave something to be desired. This may be to make room in the General's quitra for the Sierra or maximize an
already huge profit margin; whatever the case, when it comes to interiors, Ford and Ram outclass Chevy.Between the diet, the DFM system, and the upcoming diesel and four-cylinder engines, the Silverado is on track to match the fuel economy of the F-150, and GM expects to underestimate Ford in manufacturing
costs. Silverado may not be faster or more comfortable than the F-150, but its larger bed and increased towing ratings will make some customers notice. And if it's able to make more money from any sale than Ford can, GM may be wearing the crown even if the Silverado doesn't sit on the sales throne. From the
November 2018 issue This content is created and maintained by a third party and is inserted into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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